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Company OverviewCompany Overview

G.M. Applied Technologies Canada Inc. (GMATechs) is a telecommunication company 
that provides telecom solutions and consultancy services. It was founded in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, in 2005. GMATechs cares to provide its clients with unique and innovative 
technological solutions in a fast and demanding market. Our services have expanded to 
Saudia Arabia thanks to partnerships with telecommunication equipment manufacturers 
and engineering firms in Europe and North America

Our current marketing strategy is primarily focused in Saudia Arabia due to high demand 
of telecom solutions with quality supplies and long-term support. With clients across the 
globe, we bring a culturally-conscious perspective to the table on top of our knowledge 
and passion for telecom industry. Telecommunication is a vital part of today’s technology-
fueled society, and GMATechs still holds true to its start-up motto, “Building an Open 
Innovation for Smart Cities and Technologies.” Since our beginning, we’ve dedicated 
our lives to integrating successful enterprise-level telecommunication projects in some 
of the largest companies in the Gulf region.

With our profound knowledge and experience in the telecom engineering and networking 
industries, we are enabling our clients to increase efficiency, increase the bottom-line, 
improve their communication experience and capture new opportunities. A highly-
educated staff with strong analytical, design, engineering, management and technical 
experience are at the forefront of our priorities and practices, and the team we have 
today is the one we entrust to drive GMATechs and its clients into the future.
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Our mission is to use our global 
domain expertise and top rated 
industry solutions to give our clients 
the best technology investments and 
superior returns. 

Our vision is to both establish a 
long-lasting and reputable telecom 
industry in the Gulf region and 
became a world player in inventing 
the best telecommunication 
solutions that improve the lives of 
customers on both the personal and 
professional levels.

Mission & VisionMission & Vision
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“Innovative Supplier for FTTH Networks ”

We are devoted to supplying you with 
leading edge telecom infrastructure 
business models. We prepare long lasting 
relationship with our clients by providing 
careful thought to the business’s certain 
needs and consistently supporting each 
business’s rewarding growth.

• Data Networking System FTTX Technology

• OLT and GPON Systems

• Fiber Passive Structured Cabling Technology

• MUX and Network Cabling Management

• Electronic Systems Development

• Outdoor Weatherproof Telephone System

• Nurse Call System

• Passive FTTH Infrastructure Materials 

• USA Passive Fiber Infrastructure Materials 

• USA Air Blown Microfiber Cables 

• Outdoor and EEX Phones

What We DoWhat We Do

GMATechs Systems
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Products
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Services

As a leading telecom engineering solution provider, we focus on designing and proposing 
innovative system integration solutions to our clients.

Engineering and Consultation Service
During the consultation services, the client is able to speak with a skilled professional about 
their needs and ask any questions they may have. By developing an understanding of your 
business needs, we can craft innovative and effective technological solutions that don’t replace 
but rather enhance and expand upon the best features of your current telecommunication 
infrastructure. 

System Integration Service
GMATechs is fully equipped and skillful in all aspects of telecom engineering services, 
be it the installation of a single telecom unit or the takeover and renovation of an entire 
telecommunication infrastructure. Our system integration service undergoes an extensive 
and detailed process to ensure that you receive the highest possible level of quality and 
effectiveness. The stages involved in the development process are analysis, defining, design, 
execution, training and maintenance.

Analysis Phase
During the initial analytic phase of a project, we work with you extensively to gather as much 
information about your needs, goals and ideas as possible. Then we devise a list of potential 
solutions that are created specifically for your project. 

Defining Stage
During this period of a project’s development, we narrow the scope of the project and work on 
tailoring our proposed solution to fulfill your needs and meet your objectives.
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Execution Phase
This is the most anticipated phase of any project as it marks the beginning of its use. We 
implement our crafted solution and oversee it from start to finish.

Testing Phase
In order to validate and verify the effectiveness of our implementation, we run the project 
through a variety of tests to ensure the quality of the integrated telecommunication system 
as well as guarantee that all of the client’s needs and goals initially agreed upon have been 
satisfied. 

Training
After the project has been approved of by the client, we then provide training to your team in a 
factual but easy-to-understand format that promises your project will be left in capable hands.

Maintenance:
We provide ongoing support and maintenance to all of our clients, regardless of their project 
size. 

Whatever your telecommunication needs may be, GMATechs is the answer.
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Organizational Chart
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Portfolio

Business Partners
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Headquarters
G.M. Applied Technologies Canada Inc.
2 Country Court Blvd.
4th Floor, Suite# 446
Brampton, ON L6W 3W8
Canada
Phone: +1 (902) 222-5763 | Alt. Phone: +1 (902) 425-3925 
Fax: +1 (905) 595-6701
Email: appliedtech@gmatechs.com | Website: www.GMATechs.com

Contact Information
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President’s Message

Upon founding G.M. Applied Technologies Canada Inc., I was fueled 
by a strong desire to lead this company by the same ideals of the 
proven methods of success I used in the telecom engineering industry. 
My 30 years of experience in the telecom and networking industries 
have allowed me to influence and guide GMATechs as a whole. We 
at GMATechs continuously creating new and innovative technological 
solutions under our motto, “Building an Open Innovation for Smart 
Cities and Technologies.” 

Today, GMA Technology Canada Inc. has flourished into one of the 
most reputable solution providers in the telecom industry. 

We recognize that the needs of our consumers are diverse and 
acknowledge the necessity to support the individuality among 
customers, as well as our own subsequent necessity to be flexible 
and provide tailored solutions to problems. We continue to exert our 
energy into monitoring the constantly fluctuating market trends and 
needs and expanding our own methods accordingly. We will continue 
to provide unique, high-value products based on the most advanced 
technologies today and push ourselves to find innovative ways to 
create an unprecedented caliber of value, increase efficiency and 
provide a high level of service to our clients. 

We are a company whose source of motivation rests in our clients, 
and we deeply appreciate your continued support and trust. We at 
GMATechs believe that we can create a mutually beneficial relationship 
with all of you and eagerly look forward to the road ahead. 

I’m pleased to share with you some of our awards and recognitions 
of achievement as further evidence that GMATechs provides you with 
qualified, passionate professionals who put you first.

Gamal A. Bin Eshaq

President & CEO
GMATechs
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